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Because of precast’s durability, ease of construction and value, it is 
ideal for educational facility applications. The use of CarbonCast High 
Performance Insulated Wall Panels can deliver typical precast attributes 
as well as continuous insulation for energy codes, environmental 
benefits, aesthetic options and outstanding acoustic performance.
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Technical Brief

CarbonCast® Enclosure Systems for educational applications



Educational applications

Energy savings
Studies have shown that the energy costs to heat and cool a building over its 
life cycle are nine times greater than the energy costs required to construct it. 
The focus on energy-efficient design should be paramount. CarbonCast High 
Performance Insulated Wall Panels with C-GRID connectors provide thermal 
efficiency with edge-to-edge and top-to-bottom insulation as well as thermal mass. 

When used as a shear truss connecting the inner and outer wythes of concrete, 
C-GRID carbon fiber grid virtually eliminates thermal bridging in insulated wall 
panels. It delivers the maximum R-value per the design and prevents hot or cool 
spots on interior walls. AltusGroup precasters install insulation in the plant under 
strict quality control protocols, so what is shown on the drawings is what goes into 
the panel; there is no damaged, missing or compressed insulation to worry about. 
(Read more about insulation options in AltusGroup’s Insulation Technical Brief.)

The thermal mass of the panel results in additional energy savings in most climate 
zones by damping down the peak energy demands and lowering the average 
operating level to heat or cool a building. Thermal mass also causes a time lag for 
demand, making it possible to use off-peak energy at lower rates. Additionally, the 
damped-down requirements can permit a smaller investment in HVAC equipment.

ASHRAE 90.1 endorsed continuous insulation and thermal mass in wall panels by 
recommending a lower R-value for CarbonCast High Performance Insulated Wall 
Panels than for other non-precast wall systems. For example, in Climate Zone 4, 
the CarbonCast panel recommendation is R-9.5, while a wood-framed wall is R-13. 
This allows design of the CarbonCast panel to meet the code easily and possibly 
exceed the code by 30% or more. 

As school districts search for ways to corral costs, limiting the future growth of 
energy expenditures is an excellent place to start. CarbonCast High Performance 
Insulated Wall Panels can provide projectable energy savings over the life of a 
school building.
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Many school districts want to take 
the lead in promoting sustainable 
building methods. Like most concrete 
sandwich walls, CarbonCast High 
Performance Insulated Wall Panels 
offer designers a durable product with 
many environmental advantages when 
compared to other school construction 
methods. (The continuous insulation 
of CarbonCast panels provides an 
additional sustainability boost.)

n Contribute to LEED or sustainable 
design through the use of local 
materials, reduced waste during 
fabrication, the use of recycled 
content and improved energy design

n Provide a long service life due 
to durable and low-maintenance 
concrete surfaces

n Corrosion resistant and inedible  
to vermin

n Resist wind, floods and fire and  
can be designed to resist earthquakes 
and provide blast protection  
for occupants

n Reduce sound penetration through a 
wall by 80% compared to a wood or 
steel structure (See page 5)

n Provide a vapor retarder and an air 
barrier, reducing a major source of air 
infiltration and exfiltration

n Reduce maintenance and  
associated expenses

n Can be designed to be disassembled 
for when building functions change to 
reduce amount of new construction 
and materials. Or they be recycled  
as road base or fill at the end of 
useful life

n Exposed interior surface of wall 
panels is paintable and eliminates 
the need for framing and drywall 
materials. Concrete has low VOC 
emittance and does not degrade 
indoor air quality

n Can incorporate thin brick instead of 
full size conventional brick cladding. 
Thin brick is 1/6th the volume of full 
brick and uses 80% less shale, 80% 
less energy to fire and 80% less 
transportation energy

Load-bearing capacity and strength for cost-effectiveness

CarbonCast High Performance Insulated Wall Panels can be either non-load-
bearing or load-bearing walls for steel and precast structures. The difference in 
cost and design between the two is minimal. By designing with load-bearing 
walls, you eliminate the redundancy of the steel columns and beams and the 
space required to box out the columns, freeing up more usable space within  
your classroom. 

Precast insulated concrete walls are the most durable and impact-resistant 
enclosure system available today. They can safely withstand high winds that turn 
debris into damaging missiles. Their performance is unmatched by metal systems 
or conventional brick and block. And because many schools are also used as 
emergency disaster shelter locations, the blast-resistant concrete exterior can 
provide an additional level of safety.

Improved environmental performance
CarbonCast panels are even more 
environmentally friendly than a standard 
non-composite wall panel. The C-GRID 
carbon fiber shear grid ties the interior 
and exterior wythes of concrete 
together so they act as a single 
panel, which minimizes the required 
thickness for a panel. The possibility 
of thinner panels leads to a number of 
environmental advantages over a non-
composite panel.

n Reduces amount of cement, 
admixtures, reinforcing and form  
work required for manufacture

n Reduces overall footprint of  
the structure

n Reduces the weight of each panel

• Allows more panels shipped 
per truck, which reduces energy 
required for transportation

• Less structure required to  
support the wall panels 

• Reduced energy to install  
precast panels

This photo: Willow Creek Elementary, Fleetwood, Pa.; 2010 Green Site Award 
Below: Full composite action results in load-bearing walls that can eliminate 
the need for steel columns and beams.



CarbonCast High Performance Insulated Wall Panels provide a 
multitude of affordable aesthetic options that are aligned with 
the rigorous demands of the educational environment. They 
enable architects to design an exterior that upholds school 
system standards and the vernacular of the neighborhood.

The exterior surface of CarbonCast High Performance Insulated 
Wall Panels can take full advantage of being a precast concrete 
product by offering options in color, texture, reveals and 
embedded finishes. They also assist with repetitive panel 
design and economical manufacture.

Reveals or demarcation: 
Reveals are grooves or steps in 
the surface of the panel. They  
can run in any direction. They  
are typically ½" to ¾" deep and  
¾" to 8" wide with tapered 
or beveled edges to allow for 
stripping from form work. Reveals 
are useful as an architectural 
feature or to transition between 
textures or colors. 

Integral finishes: A variety of 
colors, shapes and textures  
are available with CarbonCast.  
For educational buildings, thin 
brick is a common selection 
because it imparts a traditional, 
stately aesthetic. 

Thin brick eliminates the embedded energy of full-depth brick. 
Thin bricks are inserted into a form liner system that holds the 
brick in place and creates a mortar joint, which is actually a 
concrete mix with a minimum of 5000 psi concrete that will 
never need to be tuck pointed. The concrete mortar joint can 
also be integrally colored.

The interior surface of the wall system can be left exposed to 
view and painted. It can also be integrally colored and receive 
a light textured finish of sandblasting or acid etch in lieu of 
painting or repainting. Reveals should be avoided in the inside 
surface as it is an up inform surface during production; reveals 
will affect quality of this interior finish.

Maintaining pride and community uniqueness 
through aesthetics

Clockwise from above: Fairview German Language School, Cincinnati, Ohio; Willow Creek 
Elementary, Fleetwood, Pa.; Sandy High School, Sandy, Oregon

Color: Color is achieved by using white or gray cements, 
which can be enhanced with the use of integral color dyes 
to produce a full color palette. Aggregates, both coarse and 
fine, are selected to enhance the color once the cast surface 
is opened by a texture selection: sandblasting, exposed 
aggregate or acid etching.

Texture: Texture is a method of breaking through the  
smooth-as-cast surface of the precast concrete panel. These 
three textures can be done to various degrees of depth to 
impart different appearances and feels.

1.  Sandblasting uses sand or some other material to break 
through the panel surface. It is characterized by a duller 
appearance in which you see the coarse aggregate and 
the integral cement paste color.

2.  Exposed aggregate uses a retarder to inhibit the surface 
cement paste from setting up. It is washed off to expose 
the coarse aggregate, which becomes pronounced, very 
clean and distinct.

3.  Acid etching uses diluted acid to break through the 
panel surface. The texture is clean and shows the coarse 
and fine aggregates. 
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Acoustics

Additional technical information, product specifications and 
literature are available at altusprecast.com. You can also find a 
listing of AltusGroup precasters close to you or your project.  

PO Box 1449
Bethlehem, PA 18018
866-GO-ALTUS (866.462.5887)
altusprecast.com

Call us today to speak with a technical representative 
or request a lunch-and-learn program.

altusgroup

An STC rating of 50 will satisfy most building code 
requirements. An 8" CarbonCast panel with 4" of insulation 
will provide a STC rating of 52. This rating can be increased if 
required by adding more mass to the wall.

The purpose of architectural acoustics is to create an 
environment where sounds are clearly heard by the intended 
listener and noise is isolated or absorbed. There are two ways 
of dealing with sound levels: sound insulation and sound 
absorption. Materials with a heavy mass (like concrete walls) 
work well with sound insulation, while porous lightweight 
materials work well with absorption. Sound insulation is 
usually more complicated than absorption. 

STC (Sound Transmission Class) is a numerical rating system 
on how well a building partition reduces the amount of noise 
at a given frequency that passes through. The higher the STC, 
the better the performance of sound insulation.  

STC What can be heard

25  Normal speech can be understood quite easily and 
distinctly through wall

35  Loud speech audible but not intelligible

40  Onset of ”privacy“

45  Loud speech not audible; 90% of statistical population 
not annoyed

50  Very loud sounds such as musical instruments 
or a stereo can be faintly heard; 99% of population 
not annoyed

60+  Superior soundproofing; most sounds inaudible

Below is a chart showing the STC rating of concrete based 
on its weight per square foot

The STC rating of a wall can be severely compromised 
through leaks and flanking. This may occur whereever there 
are penetrations, openings, windows, doors and gaps. Special 
attention needs to be paid during the design process to 
limit and correct these concerns. Because CarbonCast walls 
are produced in large widths and full height modules with 
caulking and insulation at the joints, there is much lower 
probability of leaks or flanking as compared to steel or wood 
structures.

Above: CarbonCast walls help isolate sound at 
Southside High School, Greenville, S.C.
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STC = 0.1304 W + 43.48
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Location STC

Between living units 45

Between living units 
and public space 50

Grade 1
Suburban

Grade 2
Residential, 

Urban, 
Suburban

Grade 3
Suburban

Walls STC 55 STC 52 STC 48

Floor-ceiling assemblies STC 55 STC 52 STC 48


